
 
 
 
 
 
 
APROach Golf 
 
Thank you for your participation in our upcoming APROach Golf Event. Tanglewood Golf is starting 
these events because it is our desire to grow the game of golf. We want to attract newcomers to 
approach the game of golf and we want to help golfers sharpen their short game, approach shots. 
 
APROach Golf: What is it? 
 

A game where the 1st shot on each hole “should” come to rest on the green. 

And that 1st shot can be in a greenside bunker, 
40 yards away in the rough,  
Or even 125 yards away in the fairway. 

 
APROach Golf: Rules of the Game  

1. Players hit from within the AG (APROach Golf) tee markers on every hole.  
2. Players may use tees for their initial tee shot except in bunkers. 

 
3. A maximum of six shots is permitted per hole. If the ball is not in the cup after the sixth 

stroke, the player picks up their ball. 
 

4. There are no penalty strokes for lost balls, unplayable lies, out of bounds, or in the 
water. Players hit their next shot within two club lengths of where the ball left the 
fairway. On holes with water in play, if the tee ball goes into the water, the player takes 
their next (second) shop from the designated AG drop area.  

5. As AG is designed to improve shot game skills, there are no gimmies. 
 

6. A putt is counted only if the ball is putted from somewhere on the green. If the player uses 
a putter from the fringe or off the green, that is counted as a stroke but not a putt. The use 
of any club to advance a ball on the green is considered a putt. 

 
APROach Golf: Scoring       

Points are awarded and accumulated for the following   

Hole-in-One on AG tee ball/hole (player get the ball in the hole with one shot) 7 Points 

Greenie: Any part of the AG tee ball must stop on green  3 Points 

One putt into the cup  2 Points 

Chip into the cup  2 Points 

Two putts into the cup  1 Point 

Maximum allowable strokes per hole 6   

Maximum points per hole 7 (hole in one)   

APROach Golf: Time Schedule – THURSDAY APRIL 25, 2019    
       

3:30 – 4:00 Arrival and Check In    

4:00 Intro and Group Lesson    

4:30 Warm Up and Go to Designated Starting Hole   

4:45 Shot Gun Start    

6:15 Turn Score Card In    

6:30 Awards and Food    
 

Please arrive on time. Thank You 


